This report looks at the following areas:

- Social media platforms used and purchasing participation
- Shopping behaviors on social media
- Motivations and barriers to purchasing
- Attitudes toward social commerce
- Platform attribute associations
- Consumers’ attitudes and behaviors toward livestreaming

Nearly half (47%) of consumers have made a purchase on social media, showing the importance of – and growing future for – social commerce. Millennials lead the way when it comes to purchasing items via social media, while Gen Z shows the most promise – they have the highest interest levels in social purchasing. Social commerce is growing, albeit slowly, but it will comprise a more significant portion of ecommerce sales in the coming years, meaning brands should be investing in and offering shoppable options as part of their social media strategies in order to meet changing consumer expectations.

Inflation continues to be a concern for consumers. While inflation is starting to decline ever-so-slowly, consumers have spent the last year or so adding to their debt levels as they dealt with higher rent, food and energy costs. It will take them time to recover from the impact of inflation and to feel confident spending more freely again. Consumers will still be looking to cut back on costs where they can and lean on brands’ social media presence to provide them with deals, discounts and exclusive opportunities to get the most out of each dollar.

One of the biggest threats to the growth of social commerce is lack of trust from consumers. Consumers have confidence and trust in the overall online shopping process such as purchasing from a brand or retailer website; but, as with all emerging ways of shopping, consumers are going to need time to adapt to an unfamiliar way of shopping. Brands and social platforms alike will

"Social commerce is growing, albeit at a much slower pace in the US compared to the rest of the globe. This, however, does not mean that brands should ignore this emerging shopping option. Nearly half of consumers have made a purchase via social media, showcasing that this avenue is not going to go away."

- Katie Hansen, Senior Analyst, Retail & eCommerce
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need to show consumers any and all security measures that are in place and educate them as to how shopping on social media isn’t so different from purchasing on a website.

Furthermore, a major opportunity for brands/retailers to boost social commerce is to lend a voice to consumers and make them part of the design or marketing process. Consumers are increasingly looking for brands that represent their values in addition to their styles and preferences. Brands can leverage their social media pages to ask consumers what they want to see next or how they want a brand to give back. Then, they can provide these products/opportunities exclusively on social media, driving a greater interest in sales.
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COMPETITIVE STRATEGIES AND MARKET OPPORTUNITIES

- **What’s happening: the main platforms in a snapshot**
  - Snapchat
    Figure 8: Snapchat helps consumers find Halloween costumes with AR features, 2022
  - Meta: Facebook & Instagram
  - TikTok
    Figure 9: TikTok highlights its livestream capabilities at the 2023 Super Bowl, 2023
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  - Getting real with BeReal

THE SOCIAL MEDIA CONSUMER – FAST FACTS

PLATFORMS USED AND PURCHASE HABITS

- Most platforms see (slow) growth in social commerce
  Figure 12: Platforms shopped, 2022 and 2021
- Some platforms reach specific audiences; others reach the masses
  Figure 13: Platforms shopped, by key demos, 2022
- Consumer interest remains stagnant
  Figure 14: Purchase history, 2022
- Millennials lead in current purchases, Gen Z will follow suit
  Figure 15: Purchase history, by key demos, 2022
- Consumers will be most comfortable purchasing the same items on social media that they do already online
  Figure 16: Products interested in purchasing, by key demos, 2022

ACTIONS ON SOCIAL MEDIA

- Consumers are social on social media
  Figure 17: Actions on social media, 2022
- Generations take social media and make it their own
  Figure 18: Actions on social media, by generation, 2022
- Women consume more passively, men are more engaged with social content
  Figure 19: Actions on social media, by gender, 2022
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SHOPPING BEHAVIORS

- Consumers use social media for its convenience
  Figure 20: Starbucks leans into social commerce but misses easy opportunity to make post shoppable, 2023
  Figure 21: Shopping behaviors, 2022
- Men want more transparency from brands
  Figure 22: Opportunity to link shoppable posts with experts’ opinions, 2022
  Figure 23: Shopping behaviors, by gender, 2022
- Millennials lead in exploring digital tools on social media
  Figure 24: Shopping behaviors, by generation, 2022
- Social media is still viewed mainly as a place of inspiration not purchasing
  Figure 25: Adore Me educates consumers about how to shop via social media, 2022
  Figure 26: Social media uses, 2022
- Involve younger consumers in product creation, marketing elements
  Figure 27: Social media uses, by generation, 2022
- There’s opportunity for more budget-friendly posts
  Figure 28: Social media uses, by household income, 2022

MOTIVATIONS AND BARRIERS TO SOCIAL COMMERCE

- Special pricing, encouragement from others could lift social commerce
  Figure 29: Motivations to purchase, 2022
- Platforms that embody fun, creativity are seen as most inviting
  Figure 30: Motivations to purchase, by platform used daily, 2022
- Create a streamlined experience for Millennials
  Figure 31: Motivations to purchase, by generation, 2022
- Consumers need security, reassurance in order to make a purchase via social media
  Figure 32: Barriers, 2022
- Consumers are wary about platforms’ ability to deliver purchases
  Figure 33: Barriers, by platforms used daily, 2022
- Gen Zs seek engagement from brands
  Figure 34: Barriers, by generation, 2022
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ATTITUDES TOWARD SOCIAL SHOPPING AND PLATFORM PERCEPTIONS

- Clear privacy policies, closer product inspection will help drive interest and purchase
  Figure 35: Attitudes, 2022
- Social commerce can assist parents’ decision-making process
  Figure 36: Attitudes, by parental status, 2022
- Platforms are entertaining with room to improve on trust
  Figure 37: Platform attributes, 2022

EMERGING TREND: LIVESTREAMING

- Participation remains stagnant
  Figure 38: Adore Me gives insight into New York Fashion Week via livestream, 2023
  Figure 39: Livestream participation, 2022
- Livestreaming can do more for brands besides driving transactions
  Figure 40: Livestream participation, by platform used daily, 2022
- Involve Gen Z as active participants, not passive viewers
  Figure 41: Livestream participation, by generation, 2022
- Consumers are split when it comes to purchasing through livestream events
  Figure 42: Purchasing, 2022
- Brands should look to keep up with Millennials and Gen Z
  Figure 43: Purchasing, by key demos, 2022
- Consumers remain somewhat passive about livestreaming
  Figure 44: Attitudes toward livestreaming, 2022
- Providing a positive experience is key in garnering return participants
  Figure 45: Attitudes toward livestreaming, by livestream participation, 2022
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